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PainTrain - My Health Summary (PainTrain MHS) empowers people
An engaging, safe and innovative way for patients to record and store medical information developed by 
founder and pain advocate Soula Mantalvanos.

“I wanted to empower people living with chronic pain by providing a way for them to profile their 
unique experience and share it with whomever they choose, including health care practitioners, car-
ers, family and friends,” she said.

Supported by professionals and shown to improve the doctor/patient interactions, PainTrain MHS allows  
patients to summarise the level of detail needed to explain how pain affects their lives fully.

“The use of PainTrain MHS is a source of empowerment for patients who can have all their  
information on hand, and it also provides a way for the patient to tell their story without the added 
distress of having to repeat themselves.”– Dr Nick Christelis Director, Pain Specialists Australia 
MBBCH, FRCA, FFPMRCA, FANZCA, FFPMANZCA Pain Specialist Physician & Anesthetist

PainTrain MHS graphically presents and accurately summarises the information so that health care practitioners 
need only glance for the full patient story. It frees up time in appointments to discuss treatment and pain 
management. Importantly, the patient’s 
information stored on PainTrian MHS 
remains owned by the patient, and the 
patient remains in total control of the 
sharing options.

Using a body map and nominating an 
easy to use list of pain descriptions, 
patients keep a completely personalised 
diary of their symptoms, mood and how 
pain impacts them.

Motivated by personal experience, 
founder Soula Mantalvanos developed 
PainTrain MHS to address a large area of 
unmet needs; communication between 
those affected by pain and their health 
practitioners with social, educational, 
and employment economic implications 
in Australia and throughout the world.

Dr Susan Evans Chair, Pelvic Pain 
Foundation of Australia notes that,

 “At the Pelvic Pain Foundation of 
Australia, we recognise the need for 
innovation in this area. We strongly 
support PainTrain MHS as an 
important step forward with inter-
national potential. PainTrain MHS 
is easy to understand and provides 
a brief, to-the-point summary for 
time-poor health practitioners.”

PainTrain MHS patients /subscribers / affiliate system
PainTrain MHS costs $29 per year (inc. Aus tax) / $26.36 (ex. tax) for full access (no advertisements).  
An affiliate system is in place paying referrers 30% from every subscriber’s annual fee with a continued pay-
ment of 30% for every renewal.
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